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In previous essays I have examined the development of
Katakana-English in Japan and its e#ect on Japanese EFL learners
(Walker, 2009), as well as proposed a modiﬁcation to Kachru’s ‘three
circles of English’ in order to increase the utility and accuracy of this
inﬂuential World English model (Walker, 2010). In this essay I will
revisit the modiﬁed three circles model, developing the new ‘English
cloud’ category in greater detail and applying the modiﬁed model to
three Asian cities with signiﬁcant long-term exposure to English
language.
The purpose of this article, then, is three-fold. First, review Kachru’s
‘three circles of English’ model and the proposed ‘English cloud’
modiﬁcation. Second, deﬁne speciﬁc criteria for di#erentiating between
the ‘expanding circle’ category and the ‘English cloud’ category in order
to improve the e#ectiveness of the model. Third, demonstrate the
practical utility of the modiﬁed ‘three circles and English cloud’ model
by comparing statistics related to English usage in three Asian cities:
Singapore, Hong Kong and Tokyo.
Kachru’s three circles of English:
In 1985, as a contribution to a larger linguistics book, Baj Kachru
published his ‘three circles of English’ model as a way of conceptualizing
the global spread of English. The simplicity and immediately apparent
utility of the model captured the attention of many educators and
linguists, and Kachru’s ‘three circles’ quickly became a dominant model.
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The ‘ever-expanding circle’:
If the strength of Kachru’s 3-circles model has been its simplicity
(Bolton, 2006), then its weakness is the same: its simplicity. When
Kachru published his model in 1985, two out of the three circles, the
‘inner circle’ and the ‘outer circle’, were historically extant: fully formed
and populated, with membership already determined by the late British
Empire. Kachru had the advantage of simply visually representing
those two categories, then drawing one more larger concentric circle to
enclose all other countries inﬂuenced by English: the ‘expanding circle’.
But the ‘expanding circle’ was, as its name suggests, an essentially
boundless category with an undeﬁned diameter, capable (in theory, at
least) of inﬁnite expansion. Since inclusion criteria were not clearly
deﬁned, there was potential for endless membership increase, potential
that has been realized. English as a global language has expanded to
many countries since 1985, and all those countries qualify to enter the
ever-expanding circle.
This open-ended inclusion now stands out as a weakness: the
‘expanding circle’ is so crowded that it is little more than a catch-basin
for countries that have come into contact with English since the age of
clipper ships and British imperialism. With unlimited membership, the
Figure 1: Kachru’s 3 circles of English
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‘expanding circle’ o#ers no practical utility. The ‘inner circle’ and ‘outer
circle’ have ﬁxed historical and communicative-use criteria, but the
‘expanding circle’ has no clear criteria of inclusion, and therefore no way
to di#erentiate between the actual communicative English ability of
members. (Walker 2009)
Perhaps serving as a testament to the power the model, as well as
recognition of its age, critiques of Kachru’s three circles are not rare
(Basarally, 2010; Rajadurai, 2005); Kachru himself seems to recognize
the need to update (Bolton, 2006). Alternative World English models
have been suggested (MacArthur, 1998; Tripathi, 1998; Modiano, 1999),
but tend to be either unwieldy, overly complex, and/or impractically
hypothetical.
Beyond three circles: the English Cloud
My proposal for modiﬁcation is deliberately simple: retain the
concentric circle aspect of Kachru’s model (even if it means accepting
unsettled issues such as status inequality and bias towards
norm-providing, ‘old-world’ English), and envelop all three circles in the
‘English cloud’. This additional category recognizes the pervasive
nature of global English spread, acknowledging that linguistic inﬂuence
moves both waysfrom, and back to, the ‘inner circle’. This two-way
inﬂuence is simply recognition of the fact that as immigrants enter
‘inner circle’ countries, they inﬂuence and change the norm-providing
English they learn to speak. With continuing cycles, ‘inner circle’
English can be modiﬁed by ‘outer circle’ and ‘expanding circle’ English
speakers. That is to say, all three of Kachru’s circles are part of the cloud
are in the ‘English cloud’and they inﬂuence the cloud in many ways
even as they are inﬂuenced by the cloud in other ways.
Criteria for inclusion in the ‘expanding circle’:
In ﬁgure 2, after the names of countries that might be placed in the
‘English cloud’, the qualifying phrase “all open to debate” indicates
uncertainty of placement. Di#erences (sometimes very large
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di#erences) in English ability are not di$cult to perceive, but
establishing a threshold is not a simple task. One example would be
Norway and Japan. According to Kachru’s model, both countries ﬁt into
the ‘expanding circle’, yet the di#erences in English communicative
ability are glaringly obvious. Some linguists fear Norway is in danger
of losing Norwegian, its mother tongue, because of increasing facility in
English, while in Japan some linguists fear Japanese will never learn (or
should not learn, or even are incapable of learning) English well enough
to communicate on the global English stage (Fouche, 2008; Suzuki,
1999). It seems ridiculous to place both countries in the same category.
Reasonable and clear criteria for inclusion in the ‘expanding circle’
are missing. If the category is to have any practical utility, there must
be valid criteria for entry. Regions that do not meet the criteria remain
in the ‘English cloud’, but the border is permeable. Movement between
the ‘expanding circle’ and the ‘English cloud’ is possible at any time; the
door is open. In an attempt to establish a clear threshold, four criteria
for inclusion in the ‘expanding circle’ are laid out in ﬁgure 3 below. The
ﬁrst criterionexistenceis rhetorical: if English is never used at all,
obviously there is no basis for consideration. But, given that English
seems to circle the globe like a breeze, most countries have some
exposure to English. The three main criteriaauthenticityroughly
Figure 2: 3 circles and the English cloud
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di#erentiate between regions where English is used for genuine
communication, and regions where English is used for restricted, limited
(often one-way inbound) transmission of technical information.
Defining criteria for the ‘expanding circle’:
Singapore, Hong Kong and Tokyo in the English Cloud:
I take the position that Japan does not qualify for inclusion in the
‘expanding circle’; that Japan does not satisfy the essential authenticity
criteria in figure 3, above. This topic requires deeper study, but a
comparison between 3 regions with signiﬁcant exposure to English may
Figure 3
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provide initial points of discussion.
Singapore, an undisputed member of the ‘outer circle’, serves as a
baseline. Hong Kong, transformed under 150 years of direct British rule
from a ﬁshing village to a thriving global business hub, is generally
placed in the ‘expanding circle’. Tokyo, the city in Japan with
Figure 4
As a British colony until 1997, Hong Kong was the last city/state in Asia where
English was the ‘native language’ of government. Whether or not English was a
signiﬁcant medium of communication within the local, non-business Cantonese
majority, English certainly was a signiﬁcant presence, and deﬁnitely was (and is) the
medium of communication between the Cantonese majority and the numerous
linguistic minorities.
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comparative size, function and social inﬂuence, will represent Japan,
which is (for lack of any other option in Kachru’s ‘three circles’ model)
also placed in the ‘expanding circle’. Both Singapore and Hong Kong
should qualify in all three authenticity criteria (ﬁgure 3), with Singapore
moving into the ‘outer circle’ by reason of deeper historical, educational
and social history in an English context. If the ‘three circles and English
cloud’ model provides a useful degree of di#erentiation, Tokyo should
not qualify, leaving it in the ‘English cloud’.
Three-city Comparison (‘three circles and English cloud’ model):
The three citiesSingapore, Hong Kong and Tokyoare distinct in
many aspects, but three common historical factors permit meaningful
comparison:
1) English contact: more than 60 years of uninterrupted English inﬂuence
(language, social culture and legal framework, since the end of WW2).
2) Root culture: signiﬁcant inﬂuence of Chinese culture in each city:
written language, traditional culture, legal and educational structure.
3) International commerce: business gateways to the surrounding region,
with the consequent international mix of ideas and languages, customs and
perspectives, travelers and residents.
3-city Comparison by demographics:
Figure 5
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3-city Comparison by TOEFL test-score rank and economic rank
The TOEFL achievement ranking for these three cities correlates
with the demographic categories. Without claiming causal relationship,
it is apparent that higher numbers of both non-citizens and o$cial
languages correlates with higher TOEFL achievement. Singapore,
ranking at the top of the Asian table, demonstrates strength that would
be expected of an “outer circle” member.
Hong Kong, ranking in the middle (both within Asia and globally),
ﬁts the deﬁnition of a region where English is used for speciﬁc purposes,
has achieved a degree of nativization, and is progressing towards
“public recognition” (Groves, 2009).
Tokyo, unfortunately, does not have a separate TOEFL ranking.
Reliability of comparison su#ers from the simple fact that Singapore
and Hong Kong are city states, while Tokyo is one city in a much larger
nation. However, the GTA (Greater Tokyo Area) does contain nearly
20 of the entire population of Japan, and is a top study and career
destination for Japanese from all over the country. In that sense, Tokyo
is representative of Japan, which ranks at or near the bottom (both
within Asia and globally) in all categories.
Another area that might yield interesting insights is the
relationship between GDP and the education budget of each city. The
city of Tokyo has a GDP which is double that of Singapore and Hong
Kong combined, and Tokyo allocates 10more to education than either
of the other cities. It is not possible here to determine how much of the
education budget is allocated to English, but it seems that Tokyoand
Figure 6
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Japan as a countryis earning a very low return on investment in
relation to successful communicative English acquisition.
Conclusion:
Kachru’s three circles of English’ a breakthrough 25 years ago for
visualizing the global spread of English, is a dated model. Since 1985
the world has changed in political, social and economic ways that
Kachru could never have imagined, and these changes have a#ected the
speed of movement, the practical application and the social impact of
global English. Kachru’s ‘expanding circle’, overcrowded and under-
di#erentiated, retains limited practical utility in its present form. Two
modiﬁcationsdeﬁning clear criteria for inclusion in the ‘expanding
circle’, and creating the English cloud’ as a lower ﬂuency categoryare
proposed in order to spur discussion and perhaps provide a di#erent
perspective to analyze the phenomenon of World English.
The growth of Asian English is intertwined with Asia’s growing
economic power. Singapore, Hong Kong and Tokyo, international
economic centers and cities at the intersection of western and Asian
culture, provide a window into the development of Asian English.
Tokyo, representing a country with abysmal English communicative
ability, but also with the third largest economy in the world, is perhaps
proof that money hears all languages (or at least buys required
translation). But the millions of Japanese students who spend billions of
yen each year on English lessons should be asking questions about
return on investment. Are resources (both human and economic) being
misapplied if English achievement levels remain among the worst in the
world? Both Singapore and Hong Kong have a deeper, longer social
relationship with English, yet face the reality that other Asian countries
with much larger education budgets (China and Korea being two
foremost examples) are pouring resources into English education,
making English communicative ability a policy goal.
Given that English is the global language for at least the near
future, it is fair to say that we all live in the English cloud. Education
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experts create policy, government ministers fund policy and teachers
apply policy. If policy is successfully transformed into practice,
students acquire Englishnot just knowledge of English, but ability to
communicate in English. If policy is not transformed successfully into
practice, the English cloud becomes an English fog. A cloud provides
life-giving water before giving way to sunshine, while fog presents a
heavy cloak of haze and chill uncertainty. If Japan is now in the English
cloud, what is the transformative power that will enable the earnest
learners to break through to communicative sunshine?
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